Informed Consent Process

Many times, oncology nurses hear patients’ conversation about their lack of understanding and questions they do not feel comfortable discussing with their physicians or healthcare providers. The example presented depicts a patient who agreed to participate in a clinical trial because he believed the physician expected him to enroll. Despite uncertainty of what it all means, the onus and responsibility of ensuring that the patient understands the research trial is an essential part of the informed consent process and patient participation. Patients’ lack of understanding of the clinical trial can lead to patient dissatisfaction, withdrawal, and increased fear about cancer treatment. Informed consent and the process of ensuring it has occurred are ongoing processes and essential to any clinical trial participation (Biedrzycki, 2010).

The informed consent process protects the rights of the human participant in research and is extremely regulated to ensure the protection of participants. The Belmont Report, established in 1979, identifies the three principles of ethical conduct that all clinical trials involving humans must follow: respect for person, beneficence, and justice (Klimaszewski, 2008). The report states that informed consent must be an ongoing process and is derived to respect the human participant’s right to decide to participate or decline the clinical trial. Informed consent must also include three essential elements: information, comprehension, and voluntariness.

The principal investigator, oncologist, and the entire study team ensure that those elements and principals are followed. The actual informed consent document needs to provide this information in a format the patient can understand (see Table 1). All informed consents are reviewed and approved by an institutional review board (IRB), whose charge is to ensure human participant protection. The IRB is comprised of members from the community and health professionals who ensure that the consent could be understood by someone with at least an eighth-grade reading level, with language in lay-person terms (Klimaszewski, 2008).

Equally important is the comprehension and understanding of the informed consent. It takes time for the patient to read and discuss the form with the physician or nurse. Many oncology trials include consents that are quite lengthy. After reviewing the consent, the patient should be allowed time to comprehend the consent and have an option to review the consent at least overnight, if desired. Some IRBs mandate that requirement. In cases of emergency, the overnight review mandate may be waived, but this must be documented and reported to the IRB if the step is a mandated requirement; however, that circumstance is very unusual in oncology trials. After reading the document, the patient needs to be given an opportunity to ask questions of the healthcare provider. Comprehension